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Word OriginsA & C Black Publishers, 2008

	The average English speaker knows around 50,000 words. That represents an astonishing diversity – nearly 25 times more words than there are individual stars visible to the naked eye in the night sky. And even 50,000 seems insignificant beside the half a million recorded in the Oxford English Dictionary. But looked at from an...
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Money and Happiness : A Guide to Living the Good LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Praise for Money & Happiness
"Laura Rowley makes us all understand the money-happiness connection in our own lives so that we spend our time and our efforts wisely. She gets to the heart of why money can bring feelings of stress, joy, and freedom, and Rowley offers insight that every reader can use to make smarter decisions that will...
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Quantum Causality: Conceptual Issues in the Causal Theory of Quantum MechanicsSpringer, 2009

	This is a treatise devoted to the foundations of quantum physics and the role that causality plays in the microscopic world governed by the laws of quantum mechanics. There is no sharp dividing line between physics and philosophy of physics. This is especially true for quantum physics where debate on its interpretation and the status of the...
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Software Studies: A Lexicon (Leonardo Books)MIT Press, 2008
This collection of short expository, critical, and speculative texts offers a field guide to the cultural, political, social, and aesthetic impact of software. Computing and digital media are essential to the way we work and live, and much has been said about their influence. But the very material of software has often been left invisible. In...
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Probabilistic Graphical Models: Principles and Techniques (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning series)MIT Press, 2009

	Most tasks require a person or an automated system to reason--to reach conclusions based on available information. The framework of probabilistic graphical models, presented in this book, provides a general approach for this task. The approach is model-based, allowing interpretable models to be constructed and then manipulated by reasoning...
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Professional Augmented Reality Browsers for Smartphones: Programming for junaio, Layar and Wikitude (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011


	AT AUGMENTEDPLANET.COM, I have been blogging about the rise in popularity of augmented reality

	(AR) since April 2009. When I started Augmented Planet, the only augmented reality applications

	available were either high-budget demos put together by creative agencies to wow their clients or

	obscure demos created by developers...
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Finite Element Analysis of Beam-to-Beam Contact (Lecture Notes in Applied and Computational Mechanics)Springer, 2010

	Phenomena occurring during a contact of two bodies are encountered in everyday life. In reality almost every type of motion is related to frictional contact between a moving body and a ground. Moreover, modeling of simple and more complex processes as nailing, cutting, vacuum pressing, movement of machines and their elements, rolling or,...
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IT Innovation for Adaptability and CompetitivenessSpringer, 2004
IT Innovation for Adaptability and Competitiveness addresses the topic of IT innovations that can further an organization's ability to adapt and be competitive. Thus we address the problem at an earlier starting point, that is, the emergence of something innovative in an organization, applied to that organization, and its process of being...
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JavaScript Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2001
JavaScript is a scripting language developed by Netscape to enable Web authors to design interactive sites. JavaScript can interact with HTML source code, enabling Web authors to spice up their sites with dynamic content. JavaScript Programming for the Absolute Beginner not only teaches you JavaScript, a great programming "gateway"...
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Integration of Alternative Sources of EnergyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Our goal in writing this book was to discuss the ‘‘electrical side’’ of alternative energy sources. From the beginning, we felt that this approach would be a challenge that would be very difficult to fulfill. Most of the current technical work explores just one or two types of alternative energy sources, but the integration...
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Imagining the Tenth Dimension: A New Way of Thinking About Time and SpaceTrafford Publishing, 2006

	Reality, today's physicists tell us, is created by the vibrations of exquisitely tiny superstrings in ten spatial dimensions. Ten dimensions? Most of us have barely gotten used to the idea that there are four.


	Using simple geometry and an easygoing writing style, author Rob Bryanton starts with the lower dimensions that we are...
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Multidimensional Databases: Problems and SolutionsIGI Global, 2003

	The term "multidimensional data" generally refers to data in which a given fact is quantified by a set of measures, obtained by applying one more or less complex aggregative function (from count or sum to average or percent, and so on) to raw data. Such measures are...
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